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ART. CODE PRODUCT TRADE 
PRICE 

RETAIL 
PRICE 

IMAGE 

P2I100290 IMPACT BAG 
The Impact Bag provides 
visual feedback on the 
quality and accuracy of 
impact. All you have to do 
is line up and swing, then 
take a look at the angle of 
the proprietary target map to 
see how you did. If your 
swing was true, the bag will 
remain aligned. If your 
swing missed the target or 
hit it a skewed angle, the 
bag will retain the 
depression for further 
analysis. On the whole, the 
bag helps eliminate fat and 
thin shots and cure slices. 

12.45 € 24.90 € 

 

 
P2I100300 WEIGHTED SLEEVE 

Make any club a weighted club 
with this training aid from 
Pure2Improve. Create a smooth, 
powerful swing with this 
training aid. P2I Weighted 
Sleeve. Red/black. Attachable to 
all clubs.  

14.95 € 29.90 € 

 

 



P2I100310 SWING PATH 
Get rid of your slice for good 
with the Pure2Improve Swing 
Path Improver. The golf 
accessory is designed around a 
pair of adjustable guide pads, 
which both encourage a correct 
in-to-in swing path... 

24.95 € 49.90 € 

 
P2I100330 TEMPO TRAIN 48’’ 

The Pure2Improve Tempo 

Trainer 48 warm-up and tempo 

training aid is designed to 

improve your swing while 

providing a core muscle 

workout.  

 

The Tempo Trainer encourages 

a flatter swing plane and forces 

the downswing to be initiated by 

the lower body, both of which 

fight slices. 
 
 

24.95 € 49.90 € 

 
P2I100340 TEMPO TRAIN 40’’ 

The Pure2Improve Tempo 

Trainer 40 warm-up and tempo 

training aid is designed to 

improve your swing while 

providing a core muscle 

workout.  

The Tempo Trainer encourages 

a flatter swing plane and forces 

the downswing to be initiated by 

the lower body, both of which 

fight slices. 
 

22.45 € 44.90 € 

 



P2I100350 PRACTICE CUP 

Pure2Improve Practice Cup. 

Sinking breaking putts is all 

about visualizing the right line. 

The Practice cup's unique 

horseshoe shape forces players 

to hit to the high side of the 

hole, and can be used as an extra 

practice cup. Helps players 

improve the accuracy of their 

line and speed on putts of all 

lengths.  

Fits in a standard golf hole, and 

has a 2.75 inch opening that 

forces the player to make putts 

in the high side. Small hole 

opening makes real holes appear 

larger once the player is out on 

the course. Perfect target for 

practicing at home or office. 

Can use it as a practice hole (on 

the turf) on a crowded practice 

green. 

7.45 € 14.90 € 

 

P2I100360 PUTT PATH BLACK 

Pure2Improve Putt Path. 

Teaches correct putting stroke 

path, proper acceleration and 

how to square the club face. 

Unique shape sets the club on 

proper path throughout the 

putting stroke. Grooves the ideal 

putting stroke. Gets you on path 

for more accuracy & lower 

scores.  

Use the Putt Path to find out for 

sure and develop the proper arc 

for flush putts. 
 

17.45 € 34.90 € 

P2I100370 HITTING MAT 

The design of this product 

provides a true feel for both the 

fairway and the rough; the 

Hitting Mat splits into two 

different sections; one half 

provides artificial short turf 

which simulates the green you 

24.95 € 49.90 € 



would find on the fairway. The 

other half of the mat provides 

longer turf to simulate more of 

the rough.  

Included with this Hitting Mat 

are two long lasting removable 

rubber tees (47mm and 57mm) 

which enable you to practice 

your driving to your heart’s 

content without having to visit a 

driving range. 
 

 
P2I190010 PRACTICE NET 

 P2I Practice Net.  
 2,40x2,10mtr.  
 Portable net for all 

kinds of golf practice.  
 Produced of the 

strongest fiberglass 
which doesn't let the balls 
leave net.  

 Comes fully 
assembled and can be set 
up in minutes.  

 Takes a relatively 
small space for training 
indoors. Inclusing nylon 
carry bag.  

 

39.95 € 79.90 € 

P2I500010 POP-UP NET TRIANGLE 
3,00m x 1,80m x 2,00m 
 P2I Golf Practice 

Net, triangled shaped.  
 Red/black/green,  
 size 118x71x79inch.  
 Including target, 4 

pegs and carrybag.  
 Ideal for use at the 

golf club or in the garden.  
 Has a 60 cm 

diameter target in the 
middle ideal for chipping 
practice.  

 Easy to set up. 
 

74.95 € 149.90 € 



P2I500020 POP-UP NET SQUARE 
2,20m x2,20m x 1,20m 
 P2I Golf Practice 

Net, square shaped.  
 Red/black,  
 size 84x84x48inch.  
 Including target, 4 

pegs and carrybag.  
 Ideal for use at the 

golf club or in the garden.  
 Has a 60 cm 

diameter target in the 
middle ideal for chipping 
practice.  

 Easy to set up. 
 

74.95 € 149.95 € 

 
P2I400010 PUTTING MAT  

0,65m x 3m 
 
High quality putting mat 

39.95 € 79.90 € 

 
P2I400020 PUTTING MAT 

0,65m x 5m 
 
High quality putting mat 

59.95 € 119.90 € 

 
P2I40030 PUTTING MAT 

0.80m x 2.40m 
29.95 € 59.90 € 

 



P2I190060 PUTTING MIRROR 12” 
A Putting Mirror is the friend of 
thousands of great and not-so-
great putters. It's perfect for 
checking all parts of your 
putting alignment and setup. 
Check your eyes, shoulders, 
putter face and more. 
improves putting accuracy and 
consistency. Mirror allows for 
adjusting shoulder alignment 
and keeping eyes over the 
ball.  

19.95 € 39.90 € 

 
P2I190070 PUTTING MIRROR 21” 24.95 49.90 € 

 
P2I200270 STABILITY R This to 

improve your balance for more 
consistency in your full swing, 
putts and chips. This training 
aid helps you to improve your 
game. 90 x 8cmOD 
 

7.50 € 15.00 € 

 

   


